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Introduction

Cancer is the second-leading cause of death in the US, killing more than 600,000 people

in 2021 alone (Seigel et al., 2021). Even though cancer survival rates have been increasing since

1975, the high cost of cancer treatment presents a significant barrier to patients (National Cancer

Institute, 2022). According to a study by Iragorri et. al. (2021), the monthly out-of-pocket cost of

cancer treatment in the US is nearly $2,600 on average, in 2018 dollars. For uninsured patients,

the annual cost of cancer care can exceed $100,000 (Rimer, 2018). Overall, the cost of cancer

treatment greatly exceeds most household incomes in the US (Prasad et al., 2017; Statistical

Atlas, 2023). Underlining the financial burden of cancer treatment for both insured and

uninsured patients is the following statistic: patients with cancer are 71% more likely than

patients without cancer to experience a “severe adverse financial event” like bankruptcy or

foreclosure (Shankaran et al., 2022).

In 2010, Congress passed the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA), a law

intended to fundamentally change healthcare in the US through a landmark suite of policies. By

expanding the availability of cheaper health insurance plans and increasing both patient

protections and patient rights, the ACA aimed to both improve health and decrease healthcare

costs nationwide (Zhao et al., 2020). Four of the most prominent aspects of the law were the

following: the individual mandate, which mandated that most citizens maintain a minimum level

of healthcare insurance; the expansion of Medicare, a federal insurance program for seniors; the

dependent coverage expansion, which allowed dependents to remain on their parents’ health

insurance plan until the age of 27; and the expansion of Medicaid, a federal program to assist

low-income patients with medical expenses (Angelo, 2021; Davalon, 2022; Fiedler, 2020;

Rudowitz et al., 2019). Together, these policies and the many others included in the law were the
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government’s response to rising healthcare costs. However, the ACA proved to be incredibly

controversial, and was successfully challenged several times both in court and in the political

arena. The law’s Medicaid expansion program was modified in 2012 by the US Supreme Court

in National Federation of Independent Business v. Sebelius—this decision nullified the federal

mandate for states to expand Medicaid and instead allowed states to opt into the government’s

Medicaid expansion program (Rosenbaum & Westmoreland, 2012). To date, 40 states and the

District of Columbia have opted into Medicaid expansion, while 10 states with

Republican-dominated state legislatures remain as holdouts (Kaiser Family Foundation, 2022).

Similarly, the individual mandate was effectively repealed by Congress in 2017, with this change

going into effect in 2019 (Fiedler, 2020). But, despite these challenges, most of the law’s major

provisions remain intact today.

Understanding the impact of the ACA on cancer care is critical to our evaluation of the

ACA’s effectiveness. In this study, I will investigate the impact of the ACA on the US cancer

care system. Specifically, I will focus on the ACA’s impact on outcomes (e.g., remission or

death) for low-income cancer patients, since these patients are most impacted by the high cost of

cancer treatment and were the patients the law was designed particularly to protect.

Case Context

Over the last 13 years, the ACA has been a prominent focus of study. Research indicates

that the law successfully increased health insurance coverage rates overall, with the uninsured

rate of US residents reaching an all-time low of 8.0% in early 2022 (Lee et al., 2022). In the

realm of cancer care, research has indicated that the law had a significant positive impact on

health insurance coverage rates for cancer patients and survivors.
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Nogueira et. al. (2019) examined temporal patterns of health insurance coverage rates for

young adults in response to the dependent coverage expansion (DCE) in September 2010 and the

expansion of Medicaid (ME) in December 2013. The study split insurance coverage data from

the National Cancer Database 2003-2015 into three groups: pre-DCE, between DCE and ME,

and post-ME. Using regression analysis, Nogueira et. al. found that DCE and ME had

statistically significant impacts on coverage rates for young adult cancer patients, with ME

having an especially dramatic and immediate impact on improving coverage rates.

H. A. Moss et. al. (2020) built on this study by conducting a systematic review of the

impact of ME on cancer care. The study found that the ME “resulted in the expansion of

insurance coverage among cancer patients and survivors” and improved several other aspects of

cancer care like access to screening and earlier diagnosis. Patients living in states that expanded

Medicaid saw large reductions in uninsurance rates, while patients living in non-expansion states

still had better access to insurance through other provisions of the ACA.

Importantly, research also indicates that cancer outcomes are tied to poverty, with

lower-income people experiencing higher cancer mortality rates. Through analysis of data from

the National Cancer Institute’s Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results Program (SEER), J.

L. Moss et al. (2020) found a statistically significant disparity in cancer mortality rates between

high-poverty and low-poverty counties across the US, with more than 20 more deaths per

100,000 residents in higher-poverty counties. Notably, these results used data from 2007-2011,

which includes the three years before the ACA was enacted and a transition year following the

law’s passage when provisions were still being new.

Although the research of Nogueira et. al. (2019), H. A. Moss et. al. (2020), and J. L.

Moss et al. (2020) tells us that cancer outcomes are negatively correlated with poverty and that
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the ACA increased health insurance coverage rates for cancer patients, the specific impact of the

ACA on cancer outcomes for low-income patients remains an important open question.

Evaluating the impact of the ACA on cancer outcomes for low-income patients will help us

understand whether the law had the positive impact it was intended to have. Moreover,

broadening our understanding of the impact of the ACA can help inform future cancer-specific

or general healthcare-related legislative action, which is frequently debated both in Congress and

across the country (Kaplan & Thomas, 2017; Kirziner et al., 2022).

The Affordable Care Act Through an Infrastructure Lens

Cancer treatment is technical, involving drugs and complex treatment plans, but it is also

a fundamentally human problem. Susan Leigh Star’s (1999) paper, “The Ethnography of

Infrastructure,” can help us understand cancer care in the US as a form of human infrastructure.

Star writes that infrastructure is commonly envisioned as a “system of substrates” like pipes and

roads, but that this definition is too narrow when considering larger systems like the cancer care

system in the US. Star defines nine dimensions of infrastructure, three of which are particularly

applicable to cancer care. First, infrastructure is embedded because it is sunk within and

coordinated with other structures. Second, infrastructure is learned as a part of membership,

because it is something to be learned about and that participants can develop a familiarity with.

Finally, infrastructure is built on an installed base, on top of infrastructure already in use.

Applying Star’s framework to cancer care in the US, it is clear that the US cancer care

system is a form of infrastructure. Indeed, it is sunk within the healthcare and legislative systems,

which are pieces of infrastructure themselves. Newly diagnosed cancer patients need to learn

about their treatment plans, and become more familiar with their healthcare providers as their
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treatment progresses. In addition, any new chemotherapy drug is designed to be mixed using

industry-standard pharmacy methods and delivered by infusion pumps already deployed in

hospitals around the US. Interpreting cancer care as a living form of human infrastructure can

help us understand how it interacts as a system with other pieces of infrastructure.

The ACA is also a form of infrastructure. The law is embedded within the healthcare

system as a whole, and is also learned as a part of membership, since it requires citizens and

healthcare providers alike to become familiar with its programs and rules. Finally, it was built on

an installed base, which included pre-existing government programs like Medicaid and Medicare

as well as the private health insurance market. With the understanding that the cancer care

system and the ACA are both forms of infrastructure, we can use Star’s framework to investigate

how the cancer care system responded to the ACA. To that end, the impact of the ACA on cancer

outcomes is also a reflection on the extent to which the ACA has successfully operated as the

ideal form of human infrastructure Star describes.

Therefore, the effectiveness of the ACA is also a measure of the extent to which the ACA

became embedded within pre-existing healthcare systems, was successfully learned as a part of

membership by patients, and was effectively built on an installed base. When it comes to cancer

care, the same dynamics apply. The specific effectiveness of the ACA in improving cancer care

outcomes is also a measure of how well the provisions included in the law became embedded

within the cancer care system, how well it was learned as a part of membership by cancer

patients, and was effectively built on an installed base. In the end, I used these twin viewpoints

to structure my analysis and to propose explanations for why the ACA has behaved as it has.
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Methods

My research investigated the following research question: how did the passage of the

Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) impact cancer outcomes for low-income

cancer patients? As the largest healthcare law passed in the 21st century, it is imperative that we

analyze the ACA’s impact on the cancer care system and on outcomes for low-income patients in

particular so that we can evaluate its success and inform future policy proposals.

I used the latest currently-available data from the National Cancer Institute’s

Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results Program (SEER) and the American Community

Survey’s five-year estimates (ACS), to conduct an analysis similar to J. L. Moss et al. (2020). I

gathered cancer mortality rates from each US county using SEER’s SEER*Stat software, and

then combined this data with 5-year county-level poverty estimates from the ACS. Like J. L.

Moss et al., I used the US Department of Agriculture’s definition of persistent poverty, which

defines counties experiencing persistent poverty as those counties with more than 20% of

residents below the federal poverty line in the 1980, 1990, and 2000 decennial censuses and in

the 2011-2015 ACS five-year estimates (Economic Research Service, 2019). I also collected

Medicare expansion data for each state and the census region and metropolitan status for every

county (Economic Research Service, 2020; Geography Division, 2023; Kaiser Family

Foundation, 2022). For additional context, I pulled eight demographic variables from the ACS

for each county: age composition (% of residents 65 years of age and older), sex composition (%

female), racial composition (% non-Latino white, % non-Latino Black, and % Latino),

educational attainment (% with a high school degree or higher and % with a bachelor’s degree or

higher), unemployment rate, median household income, total population, and health insurance

coverage rate.
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I combined all of these data fields into three datasets that corresponded to SEER’s cancer

mortality year bins. My 2008-2010 dataset contained only cancer mortality data due to the

limited availability of ACS estimates from before 2011, while my 2011-2015 and 2016-2020

datasets contained all of the aforementioned data fields. I also created a fourth dataset that

calculated the change in cancer mortality and insurance coverage between each five-year bin and

across all 10 years.

I began my quantitative analysis by calculating descriptive statistics for persistent and

nonpersistent poverty counties to discover demographic differences between the two county

groups. I then utilized t-tests and analysis of variance (ANOVA) modeling to evaluate the

differences in cancer mortality rates across counties with different poverty statuses, using several

definitions of poverty to increase the robustness of my results. I then used my fourth dataset to

repeat these t-test and ANOVA analyses, focusing on evaluating the differences in the change in

cancer mortality rates over the study timeframe for persistent and nonpersistent poverty counties.

Finally, with these preliminary results in mind, I used t-tests and linear regression to evaluate the

specific impacts of Medicare expansion and insurance coverage changes on cancer mortality in

persistent poverty counties.

On the qualitative side, I utilized Star’s framework to explain the extent to which US

citizens have learned how to navigate the new ACA markets by participating in them, and to

evaluate how well the ACA interfaces with pre-installed public and private healthcare systems.

Together, my quantitative and qualitative analysis help us understand holistically how the ACA

has impacted the cancer care environment.
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Results

In the decade following the enactment of the ACA, cancer outcomes improved

significantly. However, while much progress was made in both persistent and nonpersistent

poverty counties between 2010 and 2020, I did not observe a relationship between either

Medicaid expansion or improved health insurance coverage, two key results of the ACA, and

improved cancer outcomes for low-income patients. Moreover, I observed a concerning

dynamic: over the decade following the enactment of the ACA, the cancer mortality rate in

persistent poverty counties was at least 11.3% higher than in nonpersistent poverty counties, with

18.3 additional deaths per 100,000 residents. My results are structured in the following order:

descriptive county-level statistics, comparisons of cancer mortality rates split by poverty status,

comparisons of cancer mortality rate changes split by poverty status, analysis of the impact of

specific ACA factors on cancer outcomes in persistent poverty counties, and finally evaluation of

the ACA’s performance as human infrastructure.

Descriptive Statistics

393 counties were defined as experiencing persistent poverty in the US Department of

Agriculture’s latest persistent poverty report (Economic Research Service, 2019).

Geographically, these counties were primarily rural (83.0%), and concentrated in the Southern

Census region (79.6%) (American Community Survey, 2023). Only 44.3% of persistent poverty

counties resided in states that expanded Medicaid under the ACA, 17.6% less than nonpersistent

poverty counties.

There were also several demographic factors distinguishing persistent poverty counties

from nonpersistent poverty counties. Persistent poverty counties had lower concentrations of

non-Latino white people (56.2% vs. 80.3%) and higher concentrations of both non-Latino Black
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people (24.6% vs 6.6%) and Latino people (11.5% vs. 8.5%) on average than nonpersistent

poverty counties. Persistent poverty counties also had lower average rates of high school

graduation (77.3% vs. 87.8%) and bachelor’s degree attainment (15.2% vs. 21.2%) than

nonpersistent poverty counties. Finally, persistent poverty counties experienced an

unemployment rate 4.5% higher (11.7% vs. 7.2%) than nonpersistent counties, and households in

persistent poverty counties earned only two thirds as much as households in nonpersistent

counties ($33,100 vs. $44,800).

We can see based on these descriptive statistics of persistent poverty counties that the

burden of poverty fell disproportionately on people living in rural areas and on Black and Latino

residents. Due to higher unemployment and lower educational attainment levels, it is likely

difficult for people living in persistent poverty counties to claw their way out of poverty. A map

of persistent poverty counties can be found in Figure 1, and a detailed tabular overview of the

counties involved in this study can be found in Appendix A.

Figure 1. Persistent Poverty Counties (Economic Research Service, 2019).

In 2011-2015, the latest period covered in the US Department of Agriculture’s persistent

poverty report, 834 counties were identified as experiencing current poverty, with >20% or more
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of residents experiencing poverty in the 2011-2015 ACS (Economic Research Service, 2019). Of

these 834 counties, 414 were experiencing current but not persistent poverty while 393 were

experiencing both current and persistent poverty. These 393 counties were the focus of this study.

The Impact of Poverty on Cancer Mortality Rates

Between 2008 and 2010, the years just before the ACA was enacted, the cancer mortality

rate was 180.3 deaths per 100,000 residents in nonpersistent poverty counties and 202.7 in

persistent poverty counties (Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) Program,

2022). Cancer mortality was 12.4% higher in persistent poverty counties than nonpersistent

poverty counties, translating to 22.7 additional deaths per year per 100,000 residents in persistent

poverty counties. I used a t-test to determine that this discrepancy in cancer mortality rates based

on persistent poverty status was statistically significant at the p<0.0001 level.

In the five years after the ACA was enacted, 2011 to 2015, the cancer mortality rate

decreased in both nonpersistent and persistent poverty counties to 172.2 and 193.0 deaths per

100,000 residents, respectively (Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) Program,

2022). However, a difference in mortality rates between counties based on persistent poverty

status still existed between 2011 and 2015, with a 12.1% higher cancer mortality rate in

persistent poverty counties than nonpersistent poverty counties. Although the difference in

mortality rates between the two county subgroups decreased to 20.8 deaths per 100,000 residents

per year, this difference remained statistically significant at the p<0.0001 level.

In the final five years covered in this study, 2016 to 2020, I observed a continuation of

the aforementioned trends. Cancer mortality rates fell to 161.4 deaths per 100,000 residents in

nonpersistent poverty counties and 179.7 in persistent poverty counties (Surveillance,

Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) Program, 2022). The percentage difference between the
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mortality rates of the two county subgroups decreased to 11.3%, while the rate difference

decreased to 18.3 deaths per 100,000 residents. Once again, this difference was statistically

significant at the p<0.0001 level. These trends of cancer mortality over time based on persistent

poverty status are displayed in Figure 2 and can be found in tabular form in Appendix B.

Figure 2. Cancer Mortality Rates by Year Range Split by Nonpersistent and Persistent Poverty
Counties (Ratliff, 2023).

This result held when grouping counties based on both current poverty status and on

persistent poverty status. In each of the three-year ranges, 2008-2010, 2011-2015, and

2016-2020, analysis of variance (ANOVA) modeling found that the subgroups had statistically

distinct cancer mortality rates at the p<0.0001 significance level. Tukey testing of pairs of

subgroups (e.g., no current poverty and current only) found a significant difference in cancer

mortality levels for every pair at the p<0.001 level, with the exception of the current only and
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persistent poverty pair in 2016-2020. This means that the only mortality rates that were not

statistically dissimilar were the current only and persistent poverty rates in 2016-2020, which

were 174.4 and 179.7 deaths per 100,000 residents respectively. The mortality rates from this

subgroup analysis are displayed in Figure 3, and can be found in tabular form in Appendix B.

Figure 3. Cancer Mortality Rates by Year Range Split by Current Poverty Status and Persistent
Poverty Status (Ratliff, 2023).

Taking a step back, over the 10 years after the ACA was enacted, cancer mortality rates

fell overall and in every poverty status subgroup. However, there was little statistical difference

in the changes in cancer mortality rates by persistent poverty status. There was no statistical

difference between cancer mortality changes during the 2010-2015 and 2015-2020 periods, but

there was a slight statistical difference (p<0.05) in mortality rates based on persistent poverty

status when considering the entire 10-year time frame, 2010-2020, at once. This statistical
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difference is a positive outcome, indicating that cancer mortality rates fell faster than in

persistent poverty counties over the decade following the passage of the ACA. The changes in

cancer mortality rates based on persistent poverty status can be found in Table 1.

Table 1. Changes in Cancer Mortality Rates by Year Range and Persistent Poverty Status
(Ratliff, 2023).

Year range Nonpersistent Persistent

2010-2015 -7.9 -9.2

2015-2020 -10.9 -13.3

2010-2020 -18.8 -22.6

A similar dynamic was observed when splitting the data into three subgroups based on

current and persistent poverty status. ANOVA modeling found no statistical difference between

cancer mortality rates across either of the five-year time frames, but found that the differences in

mortality rate between counties without current poverty and both other subgroups of counties

were significant at the p<0.05 level. Surprisingly, the mortality rates for each subgroup,

displayed in Table 2, showcase a phenomenon that diverges from the previously observed trend.

Cancer mortality rates in countries with current but nonpersistent poverty decreased the least of

the three subgroups, in both of the five-year time frames and across all 10 years.

Table 2. Changes in Cancer Mortality Rates by Year Range, Current Poverty Status, and
Persistent Poverty Status (Ratliff, 2023).

Cancer Mortality Rate

Year range No Current Current Only Current and
Persistent

2010-2015 -8.0 -7.6 -9.2

2015-2020 -11.1 -9.9 -13.3

2010-2020 -19.1 -17.6 -22.6
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While cancer mortality rates decreased overall from 2010 to 2020, the gap between

persistent and nonpersistent poverty counties only barely narrowed in this 10-year span, to a

difference of 18.3 more cancer deaths per 100,000 residents per year in persistent poverty

counties between 2016 and 2020. Putting this result in context, this means that the burden of

cancer mortality not only fell disproportionately on poorer people, but also on people living in

rural areas and on Black and Latino residents.

Therefore, although incremental progress was made between 2010 and 2020, there is

clearly more work to be done to decrease the cancer mortality gap between persistent and

nonpersistent counties. Indeed, a 10-year lag between cancer mortality rates in persistent and

nonpersistent counties exists: the mortality rate in persistent poverty counties between 2016 and

2020 is roughly equivalent to the observed rate in nonpersistent poverty counties between 2008

and 2010. While it is heartening that cancer mortality rates have significantly improved overall

since the ACA was enacted, it is unacceptable that the counties experiencing the highest burdens

from poverty still experience 11.3% higher cancer mortality rates than those not experiencing a

persistent burden.

The Impact of the ACA on Cancer Mortality Rates

Connecting to the ACA, I analyzed the impact of insurance coverage gains and Medicaid

expansion (ME) in persistent poverty counties during the decade following the passage of the

ACA. I observed no statistically significant linear relationship between changes in health

insurance coverage rates between 2015-2020 and 10-year changes in cancer mortality rates in

persistent poverty counties. This result held true for several other regression models, including

the comparison between health insurance coverage gains between 2015 and 2020 and cancer

mortality rate changes between 2015 and 2020, as well as between raw insurance coverage rates
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and cancer mortality rate changes. This is a concerning result: I was not able to find any

statistical connection between health insurance coverage gains in the 2010s, which can be

reasonably attributed to the ACA, and better cancer outcomes for low-income cancer patients.

The absence of a connection between insurance coverage and cancer mortality can be viewed in

Figure 4.

Figure 4. Trend in Insurance Coverage Versus Cancer Mortality Rate, Colored by Medicare
Expansion Status (Ratliff, 2023).

I observed a similar result for ME. Unsurprisingly, Figure 4 shows that insurance rates

were higher in counties that expanded Medicaid. However, although persistent poverty counties

in states that expanded Medicaid saw a decrease of 2.97 more deaths per 100,000 residents per

year from 2010 to 2020 than persistent poverty counties in states that did not expand Medicaid

(-24.2 versus -21.2), I did not observe a statistically significant impact of ME at any significance
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level. As can be seen in Figure 4, there was not a clear relationship between ME and better raw

cancer mortality rates either. Because I did not observe a relationship between either changes in

health insurance coverage rates or ME and cancer mortality rates in persistent poverty counties, I

could not conclude that the ACA had a positive impact on cancer outcomes for low-income

patients.

The ACA as Human Infrastructure

We can use Star’s (1999) framework from her “The Ethnography of Infrastructure” paper

to evaluate the implications of these results for the ACA. Specifically, the fact that I did not

observe beneficial relationships between insurance rates and Medicare expansion and decreased

cancer mortality rates in persistent poverty counties reflects poorly on the ACA’s ability to

become embedded within pre-existing systems, learned as a part of membership, and the

successfulness of its construction on an installed base in the realm of cancer care and for people

experiencing poverty over the 10 years following its enactment. While the law itself did not fail,

it failed to completely operate as intended for low-income cancer patients.

There are many potential explanations for this observation, including hiccups during the

initial release of the law’s health insurance marketplace and sustained political resistance to the

law at the state and federal level (Mortiere, 2013; Oberlander, 2020). Indeed, as I previously

noted, the law’s Medicare Expansion provision, a key component of my analysis, was never

implemented as intended due to a 2012 Supreme Court ruling (Rosenbaum & Westmoreland,

2012). Moreover, the law’s individual mandate was never fully embraced by opposition

politicians and was only active for a handful of years before it was effectively repealed by

Congress in 2017 (Fiedler, 2020).
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However, although the law does not currently operate as the ideal form of human

infrastructure Star describes in her paper, the ACA is still relatively young. It is likely that we

will need more time to observe that the ACA has become sufficiently embedded within the

cancer care system enough to produce significant results for low-income patients. As the system

ages, users will likely continue to learn how to take advantage of the ACA’s many benefits as a

part of membership. Although the ACA has by no means become fully accepted in the US, we

have reason to hope that the law will continue to become integrated within our healthcare system

overall and the cancer care system specifically due to renewed political support for the law from

President Biden’s administration (Kirzinger et al., 2022; The White House, 2023). Hopefully, if

the ACA continues on its pathway towards Star’s ideal form of infrastructure, the ACA will have

a greater impact on mitigating cancer mortality, both overall and in persistent poverty counties in

particular.

Discussion

Through a thorough analysis of cancer mortality data from 2008-2010, 2011-2015, and

2016-2020, I found that cancer mortality rates decreased in persistent and nonpersistent poverty

counties over the 10 years since the ACA was enacted. However, while rates decreased overall,

the gap between persistent and nonpersistent poverty counties only barely narrowed over this

10-year span, with 18.3 more cancer deaths per year in persistent poverty counties between 2016

and 2020. In fact, the cancer mortality rate in persistent poverty counties lagged nonpersistent

poverty counties by a decade. With these twin trends in hand, I examined whether Medicare

Expansion (ME) and insurance coverage rates, two factors heavily connected to the passage of

the ACA, had an effect on the 10-year changes in cancer mortality in persistent poverty counties.
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My analysis found that neither of these factors significantly affected cancer mortality rates,

indicating that these two aspects of the ACA did not significantly improve cancer outcomes for

low-income cancer patients. Despite these results, Star’s framework tells us that there is still

potential for the ACA to have a more visible impact on improving cancer outcomes for

low-income patients, if the law can continue to become embedded within the healthcare system

and learned by users.

My findings are in agreement with J. L. Moss et al. (2020), whose paper was a

jumping-off point for my study. In their analysis of cancer mortality rates from 2007 to 2011, J.

L. Moss et al. found that the mortality rate was 22.0 deaths per year per 100,000 residents, or

12.3%, higher in persistent poverty counties than nonpersistent poverty counties. My analysis is

a useful complement to J. L. Moss et al.’s original work because I observed this phenomenon

during two later time-periods (2011-2015 and 2016-2020) and because I observed the gap

between the cancer mortality rate in persistent and nonpersistent poverty counties decrease to

18.3.

My results also provide necessary context to previous work that found the ACA helped

improve health insurance coverage rates in the US, particularly the work of Nogueira et al.

(2019) and Lee et al. (2022). As expected, I observed a positive relationship between insurance

coverage rates and Medicaid expansion in persistent poverty counties. But, although insurance

coverage rates increased in both persistent and nonpersistent poverty counties in the period after

the initial round of states expanded Medicaid and the ACA health insurance market opened (in

this study, my best proxy for this period is 2015-2020), these improvements in health insurance

coverage were not correlated with the 10-year of five-year (2015-2020) change in cancer

mortality rates in persistent poverty counties. This result is surprising: according to a report by
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the American Hospital Association (2019), health care coverage expansion is correlated with

decreases in overall mortality. Based on this research, prior to this study we could have

reasonably expected that counties that experienced the highest gains in health insurance coverage

would have also experienced the greatest decreases in cancer mortality. We could have also

assumed that counties with higher overall health care coverage rates during the period between

2016 and 2020 would have seen the greatest decreases in cancer mortality and would have seen

the lowest raw cancer mortality rates. Finally, we could have expected that counties within states

that expanded Medicaid would have seen greater decreases in cancer mortality than counties in

states that did not expand Medicaid. That the results of this study did not align with these

expectations suggests that the correlation between increased health insurance coverage and

decreased mortality rates does not strongly apply in the field of cancer.

Although I attempted to be as thorough as possible in this study, my results are not

without limitations. Unlike Nogueira et al.’s (2019) study, I was unable to bin the cancer

mortality rate according to ACA milestones due to the pre-set bins with the SEER database.

SEER’s 2011-2015 and 2016-2020 bins prevented me from conducting a time-series analysis

similar to Nogueira et al. to specifically analyze the impacts of the law’s passage in 2010 and

Medicare expansion in 2014. My ACA-specific analysis was also limited by data availability:

because health insurance coverage data was not available through the ACS until 2012, I was

unable to analyze the impact of coverage expansion over the entire 10-year span of my study.

Due to the enormity of the US Census database, a practically infinite amount of analysis could be

conducted to analyze demographics and cancer mortality rates. Thus, there are probably several

other data fields that I could have included that might have provided additional context to my

results.
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If I conducted this analysis again, I would attempt to implement an analysis of covariance

(ANCOVA) model to examine adjusted differences in cancer mortality based on persistent

poverty. I would also attempt to utilize data fields from outside the US census to measure the

impact of health care coverage gains between 2010 and 2020 on cancer mortality rates,

something I was not able to include in this iteration of the analysis due to this data not existing

within the ACS five-year estimates. While I believe my analysis in this paper was robust, I think

it could be interesting to explore whether the results I observed held true for different cancer

types, similar to the analysis J. L. Moss et al. (2020) conducted. Finally, I think that including an

analysis of political factors that impacted the ACA’s success would provide important political

context in a future iteration of this study.

This research can be used to advance my engineering practice by functioning as a

jumping-off point for future work and as a lesson. I would appreciate the opportunity to continue

to delve into the dynamic arena of cancer care in the US, especially if I were to research the

politics of cancer care. My research has reminded me of the inequality that exists in the US, and I

will certainly carry this reminder with me onto future engineering and political projects. If

anything, my research provides a clear indication that lives are lost as a result of inequality in our

country. I hope that in my lifetime and throughout my career, I can observe and contribute to

efforts to reduce the inequality in our cancer system, healthcare systems, and our country.

Conclusion

The findings of this study help us understand how cancer mortality rates have changed

over the decade since the ACA was enacted: overall, mortality rates decreased, but mortality

rates in persistent poverty counties lagged nonpersistent counties by 10 years. Although I did not
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find that Medicaid expansion or health insurance coverage gains improved outcomes for

low-income patients, future researchers may have greater success dissecting the relationship

between ACA and the changes in cancer mortality between 2010 and 2020. Future researchers

could connect their analysis more closely to ACA milestones like the law’s passage and

Medicaid expansion if they discover a way to bin SEER data into pre-2011, 2011-2013, and

2014-present subgroups. Moreover, future researchers could use health insurance coverage data

from other sources to conduct a more complete analysis of the relationship between insurance

coverage and cancer mortality in persistent and nonpersistent poverty counties during the

2010-2020 period. In the broader scope, my research can be used to inform future cancer

treatment-related policy. My results show that there is a clear need for better cancer treatment in

persistent poverty counties, which tend to be more rural and contain higher concentrations of

Black and Latino people than nonpersistent poverty counties. Policymakers must prioritize

ensuring that the ACA and other cancer care policies become embedded, learned as a part of

membership, and integrated with the installed base of the healthcare system in persistent poverty

counties. As a final note, while my study failed to find concrete evidence that the ACA improved

cancer outcomes for low-income patients, this does not mean that the ACA was a conclusive

failure in the realm of cancer care. Progress was made to improve cancer care outcomes in the

decade following the passage of the ACA, but there is much progress left to be made to equalize

cancer outcomes.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Descriptive Statistics for Counties in the United States, Split by Poverty
Characteristics from 2011-2015 (Ratliff, 2023).

United States
(n=3138)

Nonpersistent poverty
(n=2745)

Persistent poverty
(n=393)

N % N % N %

Non-metro 1973 62.9 1647 60.0 326 83.0

Metropolitan 1165 37.1 1098 40.0 67 17.0

Northeast 217 6.9 214 7.80 3 0.8

Midwest 1054 33.6 1012 36.8 42 10.7

South 1421 45.3 1108 40.4 313 79.6

West 446 14.2 411 15.0 35 8.9

No Medicare
Expansion

1264 40.3 1045 38.1 219 55.7

Medicare
Expansion

1874 59.7 1700 61.9 174 44.3

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

% female 50.0 50.4 49.9 50.4 50.2 50.9

% >65 17.1 16.8 17.3 17.0 15.6 15.5

% white 77.3 84.7 80.3 86.2 56.2 55.5

% Black 8.9 2.1 6.6 1.8 24.6 22.9

% Latino 8.8 3.7 8.5 3.9 11.5 2.4

% high school or
higher

85.4 86.9 86.6 87.8 77.3 77.4

% bachelors or
higher

20.4 18.2 21.2 18.9 15.2 12.9

% unemployed 7.8 7.5 7.2 7.1 11.7 11.1

Household
income
($1,000s)

46.8 45.1 48.8 46.8 33.1 32.4

% insured 86.6 87.1 87.3 87.8 81.9 83.1
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Appendix B

Table B1. Cancer Mortality Rates by Year Range Split by Nonpersistent and Persistent Poverty
Counties (Ratliff, 2023).

Cancer Mortality Rate

Year range Nonpersistent Poverty Persistent Poverty

2008-2010 180.3 202.7

2011-2015 172.2 193.0

2016-2020 161.4 179.7

Table B2. Cancer Mortality Rates by Year Range Split by Current Poverty Status and Persistent
Poverty Status (Ratliff, 2023).

Cancer Mortality Rate

Year range No Current Poverty Current Poverty Only Current and
Persistent Poverty

2008-2010 177.6 194.2 202.7

2011-2015 169.5 186.4 193.0

2016-2020 160.4 174.4 179.7
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